Abstract: This paper describes the theoretical and practical stages through development to testing of an integrated navigation system, specifically composed of an Inertial Navigation System (INS), and Global Positioning System (GPS). Among various INS/GPS integration strategies, our aim is to construct a mathematical model of INS and GPS systems. A Kalman filter is designed and implemented depending upon these models. Besides these, the performance of the developed system is evaluated with real data recorded by the sensors. A comparison with a reference system and also with a loosely coupled system is done to show the Superiority of the tightly coupled structure. The strap down inertial navigation system (SINS) uses (ENU) frame and the integrated system uses position and velocity as measurements. The system model of the integrated system for Kalman filtering are derived and modeled as 27-states. These states estimation system showed clearly the application of fundamental modeling and filtering techniques. The simulation is built on the integrated system INS/GPS/GNSS and the trajectory generator data for flight simulation to be used as a base line algorithm contributing for design, analysis and develop a guidance and control strategy which compensates for the effects of the uncertainties accompanying the navigation systems produced by INS alignment.
Introduction
Initial alignment is a key technology for strap down inertial navigation system (SINS), and its precision influences the precision of the navigation system directly [1] . Classical linear error model and standard Kalman filter method cannot solve the problem of SINS initial alignment with large misalignment angles [2] . Therefore, in many application fields with large initial misalignment angles, the nonlinear error model and nonlinear filtering method should be used for the SINS initial alignment with large misalignment angles. One kind of nonlinear error model of SINS with large initial misalignment angles was established in [3] . In [4] , the SINS initial alignment was completed by a widely used nonlinear filtering method known as extend Kalman filter (EKF). In existing INS/GPS, evaluation of parameters that characterize the state vector of the air vehicle is performed via extended Kalman filtration. The results of evaluation are used for adjustments of SINS. However, despite the appeal of system integration on the base of Kalman filter, it requires a significant amount of Control Processor Unit (CPU) time to perform the calculations. In addition, according to a number of scientists, there are problems with on-board implementation of the filter. Main one among these problems is the phenomena
Problem Statement
The paper suggests the fusion of navigation information on the air vehicle board not on the basis of the reduced Kalman filter, but using the compensation scheme. Similar to implementation based on the Kalman filter, the error estimates from the compensation circuit are used to correct navigation parameters of INS/GPS in flight mode, and external correction is utilized for azimuth and vertical channels of INS/GPS and parameters of angular orientation. Implementation of the Kalman filter requires an extrapolation of errors of the navigation system being corrected, which allows in case of INS malfunctions maintain accuracy characteristics of INS at the right level for some time. Therefore, the problem is stated as the development of algorithms for extrapolation of SINS errors in the compensation circuit, which provide the required accuracy of autonomous functioning of INS when GPS signal is no available.
Problem Solution
The scheme (Fig. 1 ) and the algorithm of information processing, which uses the method of compensation, has relatively simple form comparing to the optimal Kalman filtering [1] :
Where XSINS, XSNS are navigation parameters (position and velocity components) generated by SINS and GPS; X is the evaluation navigation parameter X. For the compensation circuit, a dynamic filter was synthesized, using the procedure which utilizes the regularization technique [2] . It has the following form:
Structure of the synthesized filter of the compensation circuit is given in Fig. 2 .
The system model of the integrated system for Kalman filtering are derived and modeled as 27-states. These states estimation system showed clearly the application of fundamental modeling and filtering techniques. The simulation is built on the integrated system INS/GPS/GNSS and the trajectory generator data for flight simulation to be used as a base line algorithm contributing for design, analysis and develop a guidance and control strategy for improving the Air vehicle C.E.P.
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Model of GPS/INS Integrated System
This section will demonstrate the integration of sensor and system dynamic data and their appropriate models using an optimal filter to create a robust, adaptable, easily reconfigurable state estimation system. This system acquires both global position data and inertial body data, to provide optimal estimates of current position and attitude states. The optimal states are estimated using a Kalman filter. The state estimation system will include three error models for GPS, INS, and instrumentation sensor [81, 94, 95] . Then, a twenty-seven state Kalman filter integration will be implemented in flight test mode to evaluate system performance. The filter integration approaches will evaluate using data during flight test. The flight test data consisted of measurement of IMU, GPS, and trajectory generator data [81, 95] . 
The position error can be modeled as follows:
4.1.2 Attitude error model The attitude error model using Euler angle can be written as:
This equation can be rewritten as: 
where n ib ω  is the error in measuring angular velocity vector due to gyro errors from body frame to inertial frame resolved in the navigation frame and can be define as:
From the standard navigation mechanization in ENU frame we get:
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From (5)~(.8) and (4), the attitude error components can be written as [22] :
are the angular velocity errors in navigation frame due to gyro measurement errors.
Velocity error model
The SINS true velocity error in navigation frame is given by:
This equation can be rewrite as:
The velocity error equation can be written as: 
Then (14) can be rewrite as: n n n en n ie n n en n ie
and the velocity error components are given by:
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are the errors in the specific acceleration due to accelerometers error in navigation frame.
GPS/GLONASS error model
Now we suppose that the output from GPS/GLONASS in the frame of WGS-84. In many literatures the GPS/GLONASS have a lot of error sources which effects on the accuracy of position and velocity. Even more, if most of these errors are corrected, still some random errors are existing. We can regard the random error as clock errors that are the first differential equation which describe the state errors can be written as: 
and the GPS noise vector can be define as: 
State and Measurement Equations of Integrated System
From the above 3-models (INS error model, and GPS/GLONASS error model) we can construct the integration navigation system error model as follows: 
where H is the measurement matrix and can be defined as: 3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3   3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3 
Kalman Filter Functionality and Mechanization
The flight System Error Estimate (SEE) Utilizes the Kalman filter to generate corrections to the navigation system using the difference between the GPS position, velocity and navigation position, velocity as the measurement [82] . To use Kalman filter for the integration INS/GPS/GLONASS, we must discretize the continuous system matrix equation. The discretization of the state equation and measurement equation are as follows [22, 82,96]:
is the system discrete matrix, 1  k Γ is the discrete system noise process.
where T is the interval time, in the real time we use some definite time.
▪ Time update 
Conclusion
This paper demonstrated the importance of the INS/GPS/GLONASS integration into ballistic navigation solution. The SINS uses (ENU) frame and the integrated system uses position and velocity as measurements. The system model of the integrated system for Kalman filtering are derived and modeled as 27-states. This state estimation system shown clearly the application of fundamental modeling and filtering techniques. The simulation is built on the integrated system INS/GPS/GLONASS as shown in fig (5.5 ) and the trajectory generator data. From the results we found that some parameters of estimated gyro errors such as vertical and east gyro drifts, and also estimated east accelerometer bias are not observables. Paper: ASAT-17-057-GU
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The simulation shows that in the integrated system, the navigation errors in both the INS and GPS/GLONASS can be estimated with high accuracy. These results of this work will lead to the development of "IMU" state estimation system that supplies current motion information (position and attitude states) that can be used to carry out guidance and control strategies.
